Newsletter contribution rootlinks

*Rootlinks: Become a changemaker for sustainability*

Are you bored with your classes? Do you want to have a real impact and make an active contribution to sustainability?

You are interested in getting creative, working in an interdisciplinary team of equally motivated students while you have fun and learn about system and design thinking?

Then you are the perfect match for *rootlinks*!

*Rootlinks* is a student organisation active across all five universities in Zürich with the goal of empowering students to become future sustainability changemakers.

Our mission is to link companies and organisations that face a real-world sustainability challenge with an interdisciplinary team of students who, on a voluntary basis, will learn in the course of one semester how to tackle one of five challenges.

In this collective learning journey, you are supported with weekly team events, workshops with experts and mentoring by your coach. You’ll get to acquire valuable skills, become part of an inspiring network, and discover new career options!

Join us now as a participant or coach! To learn more, go to [www.rootlinks.ch](http://www.rootlinks.ch)

Applications are open until the 9th of March, 6pm.